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is the Kirchhoff's operator , M is a Lipschitz continuons function , M(s)~mo } O for ali s e9t, and y } O is a given constant.
The problem (I) has its origin in the mathematical description of the spatial vibrations of an elastic streched string when we supposse the tension, in each point, has only vertical component cf 
where KII is the Kirchhoff operator.
Considering the perturbation IlIr 11and linear damping Y li, the authors proved the existence of global solution of (3) and studied decay properties, when some smalness condition on 11", li, are considered.
Motived by Hosoya -Yamada work's we consider problem (I) in the case that F: 9t --+ 9t is a Lipschitz function. In our previus work we have proved that when y = O, problem (1) has local solution. Our interest now is to obtain global solution of (I) when y > O, and the decay of energy putting some smalness conditions oninitial data li" and li,.
NOTATION
We consider Q a regular bou.zíed open set in~Hn,with boundary r of c1ass C2
By H' (Q) we represent the Sobolev space with the inner product
and norm Magenes [10) and Mizohata [13) .
3-GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
We suppose that F:9t --+~Hsatisties lhe following conditions:
We suppose in addition that 
) is a primitive ofM, it follows that
M(a(II.(/»)) = M(a(II.(t)))~a(II.(/)) dt dt
Modifying (3.12) we obtain where y ) O is a constant.
Integrating (3.14) from O to I ( I. we get.
(3.14) 1"~(
There exists a sus sequence (lIoJ. eN such that "0.-t "0 a. e in Q. 
(t)) + M(a(u.(t»))ldll.(t)I' + + (F(II.(t»), -dll.(t)) + r(VII~(t), VII.(t)) = (Vf(t), VII.(t») 24
Wehave and by hipothesis (3.1) (325) (F(IIM(t) ).
-~IIM(/») =(V Fk(t)).
Vllm(t)) = = (F(IIM(t))~IIM(/).
Vllm(t))= jnllm(t))IVllm(t)I'dx ? O o
From (3.23) and using (3.24). (3.25) and (3.2) we have
(3.26)~[(VII~(t).
Vllm(t))+fIVII~(t)I'] + m(,I~lIm(t)I's
IVII~(t)I' +IVf(t)IIVllm(t)1 Multiplying (3.26) by y and adding (3.22) we obtain (3.27)~[IVII~(t)I' + M(ak(t)))I~lIm(t)I' + y{VII~(t). Vllm(t») +~' IVllm(t)I']+ lIorl~lIm(t)I' + 1'.IvlI~(t)I'~2M,qVII~,(t)II~lIm(t)I' + C; 1~1I~(t)I' + 2 2y
+ IVf(t)I[2IVII~(t)1 + IVllm(t)1]
,
I
We define
(3.28) H(II(/») = IVII (t)I' + M(a(II(t»))
1~1I(t)I' + y{VII (t). VII(/») +~' IVII(t)I'
then from (3.27) it follows 
VIIM(/»)? -~IVlI~(t)I' -~IVIIM(t)I' then (3.30) H(II~(t))~IVII~(t)I' + lIolllll~(t)I'
Sincelllll(t)1~F.IVII(t)1 for all n E H~(n)nH'(n)
we have ,/ E L'(O, T; L'(n») therefore the regularity properties (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) are consequence of(3.55).
Finally by (3.4) and (3.5) we have 11(0) = "0' ,i (O) = "" UNIQUENESS -The uniqueness of solution follows using regularity properties (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and F Lipshitz.
4-ASYMPTOTIC BEDA VIOUR
On this section we obtain information on the behaviour of the energy associated 10 problem (I) 
